
project"

researchers   including   a   jolly   african   guy   and   a   polish   guy   interested   in   my 

going   back   to   sweden   and   meeting   other   media   and   communication   doctorate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

               

 

 

                

           

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

             

              

              

 

 

             

 

 

              

 

for the first time my girlfriend's italian professor over dinner in utrecht before

refugee man who bought my guitar for his nephew and later going to holland meeting 

friend there to pick up gianna's eggs and meeting in sweden an old cuban political 

10093:  "meeting people in the mountains like my neighbour gianna and her local 

always walking ahead in a big crowd"

going a few times to utrecht and filming there despite having myrthe at my side 

filming in culemborg while walking along the river and through the city but also 

filming around amsterdam waiting for myrthe to meet her pancake friends and 

the apartment to a greek student and then flying to holland and spending a day 

13135: "film still executed while in venice this time walking through it to leave 

cathedral"

the sun building a shed for the tractor and working on the foundation of my 

to do with the tractor but at last getting a full stable period working hard under 

ferragosto in the contrada and getting a bit depressed and sad of not knowing what 

and then at last getting a bit better with the food and the social life of 

04097: "a month feeling initially influenced by myrthe pregnancy related moods 

or with myrthe through the small city despite the bad weather"

an afternoon through utrecht taking the same walks in culemborg alone by the river 

the day after my arrival from the west to the city center and back and beside walk 

unemployment benefits walking very little and other than that walking in amsterdam 

guests in the apartment there and taking a short trip to stockholm to fix my 

the village and walking across venice several times to check the bed sheet to our 

mountains and only occasionally walking there mostly to go check the internet in 

05110: "a month walking not too much given the intensity of work conducted in the 

shapes"

keeping up the same colors as in the previous painting but attempting simpler 

quite a bad weather out and painting also by supporting myself with my fingers 

07076: "painting executed now in the calm of my study in the netherlands with 

hand to hold me to the wall and be more precise painting with my right hand"

make look simpler and with nicer surfaces this time using a stick with my left 

getting back to my study in holland with the painting half executed and working to 

07075: "painting executed at last after the summer months spent in italy and 

in sweden prior the summer"

scanned also with some leftover trash i still hadn't scanned from the time i was 

tourists and lastly flying to amsterdam taking a walk there and picking some trash 

the city to change sheet and picking some trash despite the huge amount of 

11165: "trash mostly picked while in venice going from one side to the other of 



prospect of a new baby getting quite some dreams of it and of our mountain village

affected by the new landscape but also by some worries about the future and the 

working  very  hard  in  the  mountains  under  the  sun  and  back  in  holland  getting 

02151:  "a  month  being  affected  by  the  television  watched  every  evening  after 

last managing to go downstream in a decent afternoon"

and having difficulties to find a day without rain or wind to go biking but at 

the summer mostly digging the foundation of my cathedral till at last coming back 

despite the wind on the opposite dike and not doing any official training during 

over the lek river and down to a nice medieval town and also managing to bike back 

beginning of the summer with now pregnant myrthe and going by bike with the boat 

06064: "taking a decent bike ride while in holland for a couple of weeks at the 

song on paper while driving"

in the car to view a tractor listening to quite some radio and writing down the 

with gianna but also composing new songs for the musical sheet and spending time 

rights and hearing music at the airport before going back to the mountains singing 

on the internet before taking a short trip to stockholm to fix up my unemployment 

with mental images and listening to music at giancarlo's restaurant while working 

03090: "singing to myrthe driving up to the mountains and recording the titles 

and also the water paint used to repaint the kitchen floor"

weather out and doing quite some plastering smelling mostly that while mixing it 

before  at  last  reaching  the  netherlands  staying  mostly  indoor  with  a  terribel 

inside  and  also  driving  around  with  the  new  tractor  emitting  quite  some  gasses 

shed and also digging under the shed now with the roof up unable to get good air 

15097: "a month started with breathing the petrol color used to paint the tractor 

use of the yellow and introducing the gray color"

awful rainy weather outside and now introducing more squared shapes avoiding the 

07077: "painting executed feeling almost confined in the netherlands house with 

north america and europe but also in asia"

particularly several weather related casualties with hurricanes and floods both in 

12132:   "casualties   all   over   the   world   and   not   only   in   muslim   countries   and 

work with only some recordings made walking up to the vestige of my cathedral"

alone and record my thoughts before getting back to italy by focusing too much on 

in lido but mostly during some days spent alone in sweden able to at last walk 

09064: "thoughts recorded while in italy at times left alone walking to the beach 

the details"

colours of the previous painting as well as the shapes not too much caring about 

outside  and  quite  dark  but  still  trying  to  execute  something  maintaining  the 

07077:  "painting  executed  in  my  culemborg  study  with  a  filthy  rainy  weather 



characterizing all my paintings"

big  tilted  square  and  the  usual  yellow  circle  in  the  blue  dripping  shape  now 

autumn weather and this time try to be more clear with the shapes introducing a 

07079:  "painting  executed  in  my  dutch  study  still  taking  advantage  of  the  bad 

messages sent on my phone and the songs heard while plastering the house"

where   we   will   probably   end   up   living   but   also   getting   affected   by   the   many 


